THE NEW RENDEZ-VOUS MOON CELEBRATES JAEGERLECOULTRE’S MÉTIERS RARES®
In both its pink gold and steel versions, the Rendez-Vous Moon watch immerses the wearer at the heart
of its new, even more feminine moon phase. The silvered guilloché dial, the hands, the collection’s
signature floral numerals, and the chatons highlight the hours to reveal discreet and sophisticated
elegance. Its automatic movement, the Jaeger-LeCoultre caliber 925A, provides a 40-hour power
reserve. Its interchangeable bracelets make this a chic, timeless model suited to accompanying women
anywhere with unfailing accuracy.

The moon phase expressed in a new light
The new Rendez-Vous Moon watch presents an entirely reworked moon phase that showcases the
extensive expertise of the Grande Maison’s Rare Handcrafts “Métiers Rares®”. In a disc at 6 o’clock, a
delicately polished moon cycles through its phases against a lacquered blue starry sky, enhanced to
stunning effect by the sea of clouds that carry it. When full, the round and radiant moon serves as a
light-hearted reminder that the circle still reigns supreme as the predominant geometric shape in the
Rendez-Vous collection.

Iconic design and emblematic features
Instantly and unmistakably recognizable, the Rendez-Vous collection’s characteristic, original features
are naturally present. They include the bezel, set with 60 brilliant-cut diamonds blended into a seamless
border. Meanwhile the watch’s inner dial is studded with 47 smaller diamonds in perfect symmetry. The
textured effect of the guilloché dial completes the harmonious marriage of materials and precious
stones. Under the roof of the Manufacture, its experts in aesthetic precision devote themselves to
crafting the Maison’s most beautiful guilloché pieces.

This new interpretation of the illustrious Rendez-Vous Moon succeeds in being simultaneously different
and the same. Like the endlessly renewed inspiration of the master watchmakers and talented jewelers
who continually strive to hone their gestures and techniques, this delicate watch presents an invitation
to view time as intrinsically feminine.

Rendez-Vous Moon
Dimensions: 34 mm
Thickness: 9.56 mm
Caliber: 925A/1 – Automatic
Case: Stainless steel, Pink gold
Water-resistance: 5 bar
Functions: Hours/Minutes/Seconds, Moon phase
Power reserve: 40 hr
Dial: Silvered guilloché
Diamonds: 107 diamonds – 0.7 ct
Case-back: Open
Reference: Q3578430, Q3572430

Jaeger-LeCoultre
Since its creation, Jaeger-LeCoultre has made precision an art form in its own right, balancing skills and
artistry with sophistication and esthetic finesse. In keeping with the inventive spirit initiated in 1833 by
its founder Antoine LeCoultre, the artisans of the Manufacture create collections which have been at the
forefront of fine watchmaking: Reverso, Master, Jaeger-LeCoultre Polaris, Rendez-Vous and Atmos –
this rich legacy built by the Grande Maison over centuries serves as a constant source of inspiration in
ever so pushing the boundaries through unprecedented timepieces.
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com

